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GENERAL INFORMATION

Recently  on  6th   march  2017  our  college  Om

institute of engineering & technology have arranged a

practical survey at Hadmatiya for 4th semester students

near  about  35  students.  Sharply  start  at  9:30  we  all

reached  the  site  with  all  our  surveying  needed

instruments, then all  the students were divided into 2

equal group for performing at 2 different stations at a

time…



 
PURPOSE OF  CONTOUR SURVEY

Our main purpose for this survey is to be familiar with

field environment and to get practical knowledge of surveying

and use of its instruments in field.  Also in 4 th semester subject

like  Surveying  requires  knowledge  about  how  different

instruments are used in the field.

The main purpose of preparation of contour is drawing of

sections, determination of inter-visibility between two points,

tracing of contour gradients, location of route, measurement

of drainage area and calculation of reservoir capacity.

    A contour survey  is a line that connects points of equal

elevation. Contour  survey is usually carried out in order to

have an accurate record of the existing conditions of a portion

of  land that  is  about  to undergo some type of construction

activity.



WHAT WE LEARN?

Firstly  we  all  have  learned  that  how  to  perform  and  the

meaning or importance to contour survey that why it is done.

Then we decided four different points at four different sides

and one bench mark at the site.

Then some students were provided compass to measure the

WCB  of  all  four  point  and  total  station  to  measure  the

distance between all four points. Then we all were guided that

how to take readings and how to do practical…



Then  the  actual  survey  starts  in  this  way  8  students  were

standing  in  a  line  at  some  specific  distance  then  from

theodolite readings were taken as top, middle, bottom which

were wrote in the survey documents book one after other staff

readings were  taken then the whole circle is divided into 12

equal parts of 30*.



At the line of all  the 12 parts from above process 8 staffs

were kept  at  distances and one after  another readings were

taken and by 12:30 at  2 stations the readings of staff  were

completed at all 12 parts then readings of vertical angles as

well as horizontal angles and also the readings were taken at

bench mark. Then after we all had a wonderful lunch & rest

for about half & hour…   



All the students took reading by the theodolite for Computing

distances,  angles,  volumes  and  elevations  of  earthwork  of

their stations and again the finalization of survey is done and

the things were checked by the faculties…

   



And finally the whole days survey was completed by 4:00 and

the packing up of instruments & students resting was started 

then at 4:30 we finally reached our destination again at our 

college. A much thanks to our departmental staff members and

college and also our subject in charges  Mr. D. R. Solanki. 

And Ms. K. P. Barad… 



CONCLUSION

From the visit students learn the use of theodolite, they

are able to take readings at different angle, and different level.

After  the  survey,  students  make  the  contour  map  on  sheet

using  reading of  different  angle  & R.L.  of  different  points

which was taken on field.
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